Station which can be worn as an alternation of the complementary power source or electricity for assembling the ever-increasing demand of our country, Bangladesh. Solar energy is a form of best renewable energy and by implementing this project as a prototype one; our motto is to extend the voice for "Go Green-Save the Planet-work for existence". Software implementation is needed to monitor the charging status of the individual batteries in a station. It can also detect whether the battery has been damaged or not at a certain voltage level. Thus, we have deliberated our software to monitor all the probable actions in the software development for Central Solar Battery Charging Station. It indicates the charging status independently for each battery coupled to the prototype central charging station through a charge controller that deliver the requisite quantity of current to the battery and also connected superficially with a Data Acquisition Card to examine the battery state with our software deployed using VISUAL STUDIO 2010 in C# programming language. Consequently, the entire charging process of the central charging station is a solitary means of communication as we are going to provide input quantity directly from PV solar panel or diesel generator (unconventional source).
INTRODUCTION
Central Solar Battery Charging Station (CSBCS) provides power to trickle charging of batteries from stand-alone solar panels. It was initially conceived worldwide to bring the price per household of electrification within the capacity to foster the establishment of community businesses supplying the modest electricity demands of end users far from the grid in an entrepreneur-based electrification model.
Bangladesh is a tropical country where the amount of sunlight is mostly available to meet up the demand of producing electricity. As solar energy is abundant and free, it can be used to charge batteries of solar home systems or electrically assisted hybrid rickshaw [1] . The solar battery charging station can be used to charge these batteries that take the load off the national grid since the electricity is produced via an alternative renewable method.
Our aim is to use solar energy for implementing software for Central Solar Battery Charging Station with a view to provide supplementary electricity without causing harms to the batteries. It is one of the best alternatives for charging automotive batteries used either in solar home system or in solar Rickshaw/any solar powered vehicles or for charging purpose of lanterns or even can be used as an alternative of diesel or kerosene station with modifying the station [1] .
The motto of the software implementation is to design a monitoring system through interfacing the computer, dedicated for Solar Battery Charging Station system monitoring. We have developed a software using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 with the Data Acquisition Card (ADVANTECH USB 4716) which was used for receiving signals generated from the charge controller [2] . We have designed a primary GUI which includes multiple GUIs that as a whole works as an individual software using the Active DAQ Pro functions (.dlls) of Advantech USB 4716 [3] . The software monitors the charging status of batteries by performing multiple tasks such as it shows the charging status in voltage, the time remaining to get fully charged, voltage level, the percentage charged and visual representation of charging status using progress bar of individual batteries. It is done for 16 batteries connected to 16 analog input channels of DAQ card where Advantech USB 4716 Device manager can only display voltages from the corresponding input channels. Figure 1 [9] . The solar photovoltaic panels are connected in series and parallel arrangements which will convert solar energy into electrical energy. We have implemented a prototype design of the overall solar battery charging station which is shown in Figure 2 . The battery will be charged through charge controller and our designed software will correspondingly show the status of individual battery as shown in Figure 1 . The software is entirely based on all likely criterions that can arise in charging batteries in minimum time using with the maximum of it, exclusive of causing any sort of damage. First we designed the Data Acquisition System. We have used ADVANTECH USB 4716 in our project and this DAQ card is a 16 bit system with 5Volts-10Volts of reference to make the card resolution up to 0.7mv that is enough accurate for our development [2] . Afterwards, the processing of the DAQ card is done; the data received is send to the computer and with the codes written in Visual Studio 2010 the process is executed. Interfacing is the most major part of our project in the windows environment. Lastly we have to perform the deployment the GUI that we have made.
This software is more efficient than human that can trace out all possible errors with manual maintenance. It traces charging status in voltage, time remaining to get fully charged, voltage level, percentage charging and visual representation of charging status by progress bar for individual batteries simultaneously. Again if any of the battery is damaged, then our GUI only shows its status in voltage and in progress bar rather than performing any further calculation for that particular battery required for operating the controller. 
B. GUI features
Our designed GUI for monitoring the SBCS can measure the charging status in voltage, time remaining to get the batteries fully charged, percentage charged. It also shows the voltage level (Low, medium and high), indicates whether the no battery is connected at the port (when voltage detected is 0Volt) or battery is damaged or fully charged or has been disconnected from the charge controller (when battery is charged up to 14.4 Volts). The GUI has been programmed to show the charging status of 16 batteries. The primary GUI has multiple GUIs programmed under it.
Five buttons have been added that will direct the user to different windows, each having four different battery statuses as shown in Figure 4 . When clicked on "Show battery #number-#number" (For example "Show battery 1-4"), a window is popped up having four slots containing four battery charging status. In this way our GUI is able to monitor multiple batteries under the same window simultaneously. A pop up window containing four slots of battery charging status includes a 'Select Device' button which will select ADVANTECH USB 4716 and will fetch the analog data. Another feature is 'Show Charging Status' which will begin the process. A 'Stop' button is used to halt the system and its stops fetching data to the GUI thus freezing the previously collected data and finally a 'Cancel' button cross out the pop window of the GUI. To show the user that the process visually, a progress bar is used. 7Volts. Whereas Battery 15 shows 'Battery is disconnected' which means it is disconnected from the charge controller automatically as battery voltage is 14.4Volts. Figure 6 shows a picture of the GUI.
C. Calculations
To design the software for monitoring of the Central Solar Battery Charging Station, the battery condition and corresponding state of charge is collected from formerly used batteries for solar system [4].
•
Percentage Charged
The equation for percentage charged is calculated from the following table. Y = (.7632 * X -8.7197) * 100 + 2.71
(1) Where High Voltage Disconnect, V=14.4Volts, a constant panel current, I= 3Amperes and n= Battery voltage.
D. Specifications for the battery
In the newly built GUI we have used individual colors corresponding to different state of charging as shown in Table  II . Before any battery is connected, the GUI will show 'No battery is Connected at port x' and the corresponding voltage will be 0Volts. Voltage value less 11.6 Volts and greater than 0Volts will indicate 'Battery is damaged'. When the voltage value is greater than 11.6 Volts and less 12.534Volts, a 'Low level' is shown. Similarly, voltage greater than 12.534 Volts and less than 12.6 Volts shows 'Mid level'. And finally, voltage value greater than 12.6 Volts to 14.4 Volts show 'High level'. 
IV. INTERFACING TECHNIQUE

A. Device Drivers
The interfacing is done between the DAQ system and the computer software. The data acquisition card USB-4716 provides us a device driver that can give different functionality of system. The device driver software named ActiveDAQ Pro gives us different function to use the DAQ system and represent the data [3] . We have used the device control functions to manipulate the data coming through the DAQ card .We integrated the device control function to our GUI to control the data coming from the DAQ card. The device control functions categories are given below:
• AdvAI-Analog Input Control • ADEVEDIT-Advantech ActiveDAQ Pro Number and Editor Control • AxAdvAI-Advantech ActiveDAQ Pro AI Control • AxADEVEDIT-Advantech ActiveDAQ Pro Number Editor and LED Controls
B. Steps of Interfacing between DAQ and the software
Interfacing between the DAQ card and the software is most important part in the project. The card takes the data from the charge controller and sends the data to the computer. The computer gets a digital data and software takes the responsibility for further processing of the data and shows it in specific manner. First of all, Active DAQPro, a device driver software given by Advantech is installed in order to recognize the hardware. Then we had to choose the necessary .dll functions needed to process the signal. We needed the analog signal processing function AdvAI. As we used C# language for the graphical user interface we added the specified functions in C# development environment as reference. By calling selectdevice function we select a device. It makes sure we are using the correct version of the product which is for us USB-4716. After that we selected device name and device number by using devicename and devicenumber properties [5] . Then using Data-analog properties we control analog input data coming from the charge controller. After getting the analog input data software processes it as needed.
V. RESULTS
A. Interfacing between software and charge controller in windows environment
The important part of the software designing is to retrieve signal physically from batteries to check if the software properly functions. Therefore to test the software, interfacing is done between the newly built GUI with the charge controller that is connected to at least one battery via ADVANTECH USB 4716. As the charging process of the battery starts, GUI indicates the voltage levels, charging status in Volts, time remaining for the battery to get fully charged, percentage charged in % and progress of the battery. Finally after the interfacing the software is deployed. Deployment of the software helps getting your program ready to transfer to other computers [6] . The command file is .exe and the file extension is .far. An icon is used for the software for recognition as shown in Figure  7 . 
VI. BENEFITS
The software is used to monitor and for the maintenance of solar installation while maximizing site performance of the Solar Battery Charging Station. It provides a complete view of all the activities and indicates whether the battery has been damaged or not. The use of this software saves manpower makes the system more efficient and it is environment friendly.
VII. FUTURE WORKS
Our future works targeted are:
• Additional development of our software in windows by accumulating further options and database in system • Addition of log file that can be used to store the data of battery statuses to enhance the performance of the software.
• To monitor the current status of Photovoltaic (PV) array for easy maintenance of panels as shown in Fig  8 . On the other hand our software (GUI) indicates the different conditions of the individual battery and can perform multi functions simultaneously for monitoring purpose to make the whole system of monitoring easier.
CONCLUSION
The growing need for electricity has led to a countrywide dissemination of solar energy based electricity generation systems that incorporate battery storage through the use of Solar Home Systems (SHSs) [7] . To handle the problems, implementation of Solar Battery Charging Station (SBCS) has emerged to the rural Bangladesh as well as in urban areas to change the scenario. Thereby, software implementation of SBCS is vitally important to monitor the system and keep the batteries safe. While maintaining the batteries of the SBCS manually, there might occurs mistakes and batteries can get overcharged. But doing it using software is not only safe but also time and cost effective. Thereby our motto is to make the cost-effective software for monitoring the station from remote region even-though. With the completion of our GUI we will be able to screen multiple batteries concurrently under the same monitor and will allow for the real time visualization of all types of readings, such as the voltage and percentage charge of each battery.
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